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Abstract—There are many defects with the existing performance analysis
system for the training and education (T&E) of information security talents in
Chinese colleges, ranging from the difficulty in transforming fuzzy information
to the lack of objectivity. To overcome these defects, this paper develops an
improved performance analysis model for the T&E of information security
talents. Firstly, the existing analysis strategies for the T&E performance of
information security talents were fully analyzed, and a performance analysis
indicator system was established through the analysis. Based on the established
indicator system, the gray classification and fuzzy information transformation
were discussed for the performance analysis. On this basis, a grey clustering
model for the T&E of information security talents was constructed, and the
realization of the corresponding algorithm was explained in details. The
proposed model was proved feasible and effective through case analysis. In
addition to theoretical innovation, our model also has a great potential in
engineering, because the solving algorithm can effectively process fuzzy
information with only a small sample set.
Keywords—Talent training, higher education, information security,
performance analysis, decision model

1

Introduction

With the rapid development of science and technology in modern society, the application of information technology is becoming increasingly extensive, and information technology is playing a very important supporting role in many engineering
fields [1-3]. However, with the continuous deepening of the application of information technology, information security issues have gradually become a research
hotspot, many experts and scholars have carried out research on the information security technology and achieved a series of research results [4-6]. Moreover, as an effective means to provide support for the intensive research on information security technology, the T&E of information security talents in colleges and universities is now
receiving more attention from the society. This paper analyzes higher education from
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different perspectives, thereby providing a reference for the T&E of information security talents [7-9].
Compared with other traditional disciplines, the T&E of information security talents is a new subject which is closely related to the development of information technology. Therefore, to analyze the performance of T&E modes of information security
talents in colleges and universities, not only the setting of information security discipline should be taken into consideration, but also the ability of combining information
security technology with scientific research should be considered as well, that is, the
scientific practice needs to provide support for the cultivation of senior information
security talents. At present, some scholars have discussed this issue from several perspectives. For example, Majed Rajab et al. have proposed a comprehensive theoretical
model based on the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB), the Protection Motivation
Theory (PMT), the Theory of General Deterrence (TGD), and the Theory of Organization (TO); this model has been applied to predict the willingness of college employees to comply with information security policies [10]. Sherly Abraham et al. examined the influence of learners on the control of information security training effectiveness, and discussed the contents for formulating the training plans such as the required
characteristics, the guiding principles, and the evaluation of effectiveness, etc. [11].
With social needs as the orientation, LI et al. explored a new type of cultivation mode
for talents specialized in cyberspace security applications from the perspective of the
integration of classroom teaching and faculty construction, practice course construction, and school-enterprise cooperative curriculum construction [12]. However, the
systematic nature of these studies needs to be further improved; moreover, since the
performance analysis of the T&E of information security talents in colleges and universities involves many kinds of influencing factors, some factors can be analyzed
quantitatively, some factors contain fuzzy information and need to be analyzed qualitatively, and the qualitative analysis needs to be transformed into quantitative analysis. From this, we can see that the performance analysis of the T&E of information
security talents in colleges and universities is the decision-making analysis of a system engineering project. At present, the research on system engineering decision
analysis has many forms. There are system engineering studies based on the neural
networks, for example, Tealab summarized the time series prediction systems based
on artificial neural network (ANN) [13]; Ghosh et al. discussed a few common and
uncommon methods of the input reconstruction of convolutional neural network
(CNN) [14]; Loesche used a neural network (NN) method to evaluate and analyze the
degree of authenticity of gender differences in academic performance [15]. There are
system engineering studies based on genetic algorithms (GA), for example, Grygar
and Fabricius studied an efficient adjustment method of GA determined for the Pareto
frontier [16]; Tseng et al. analyzed the application of block-based GA in disassembly
sequence planning [17]; Xu et al. discussed the application of the random-crossover
dynamic-mutation GA in the traveling salesman problem [18]; and there are system
engineering studies based on AHP, for example, [19] Vázquez-Burgos et al. studied
the fisheries water-quality management problem based on AHP [19]; Kursunoglu et
al. used AHP to select the leaching method for calcium-magnesium laterite-nickel ore
[20]; Rochikashvili and Bongaerts used AHP to discuss the multi-standard decision-
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making method for sustainable wall paints and coatings [21]. However, NN-based and
GA-based system engineering analysis often require a large amount of sample data
and have certain limitations on the processing of fuzzy information. Although AHPbased system engineering analysis can process fuzzy information, its subjectivity is
relatively high and it is easy to miss the objectivity of the fuzzy information. To this
end, based on existing research results, this paper applies the gray system theory [2224], and proposes fuzzy performance analysis method for the T&E of information
security talents in colleges and universities, and gives analysis and explanation combining specific cases.
The content of this paper consists of five parts. The first part is an overview of the
performance analysis of the T&E of information security talents in colleges and universities, and it analyzes the development of related technologies. The second part
discusses the strategies for implementing the T&E of information security talents in
colleges and universities, and a performance analysis system is constructed on this
basis. The third part discusses performance analysis of the T&E of information security talents in colleges and universities based on the grey system theory, and it gives the
detailed implementation process. The fourth part adopts specific cases to verify and
analyze the performance analysis of the T&E of information security talents in colleges and universities, and it gives corresponding analysis results. The fifth part is the
conclusion.

2

Strategies and Systems for the Performance Analysis of the T
& E of Information Security Talents in Colleges and
Universities

2.1

Strategies for performance analysis

The implementation purpose of modern higher education is to cultivate senior talents with professional qualities and can solve key engineering problems in practical
applications, moreover, it also aims to cultivate senior talents with strong scientific
research and innovation capabilities, thereby promoting the further development of
professional field theories. It can be seen that the performance analysis of the T&E of
information security talents in colleges and universities needs to be conducted from
three aspects.
Cultivation of professional quality: The information security major and the traditional majors have different requirements in the professional qualities during the talent cultivation and education. Traditional majors generally focus on the imparting of
professional knowledge, for example, the mechanics major focuses on domain
knowledge of mechanical engineering, the material major focuses on the domain
knowledge of materials engineering, and the automation major focuses on domain
knowledge of control engineering, etc. In contrast, the information security major is a
brand-new major, it involves knowledges of multiple fields such as computer science,
information engineering, network engineering, and information science; moreover,
due to the rapid development of science and technology, the domain knowledge of the
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information security major is growing explosively; especially in the environment of
big data, this trend is becoming increasingly obvious, resulting in that the information
security problems have become more and more serious, and solving these problems
has become an urgent need. Therefore, the cultivation and education of information
security talents in colleges and universities not only requires the imparting of traditional professional knowledge, but also needs to keep pace with the times and closely
follow the hot spots of science and technology in current society.
Cultivation of research ability: The research ability of students majored in information security is a very important measuring factor for the performance analysis of
talent cultivation. Due to the explosive growth of information volume, information
security has become a hot issue of scientific research in current society. Only by cultivating advanced talents with independent scientific research ability can we better
adapt to the requirement of the development of modern society. Therefore, the T&E
of information security talents in colleges and universities can no longer rely solely on
the traditional talent training model which is based on a single mode, but must adopt
the composite method combining multiple modes to improve the scientific research
ability of students. On the one hand, by providing students with scientific research
projects with professional needs, especially projects that can combine with hot issues
in current scientific research, key technical requirements and scientific problems to be
solved should be proposed, so that students can understand the scientific problems to
be studied. On the other hand, scientific research platforms, research supervisors and
research interest groups should be provided to students through various forms and
means, so that they can engage in the execution of the science projects.
Cultivation of innovation ability: As a key objective for the implementation of
the TaE of information security talents in colleges and universities, innovation ability
is one of the most important abilities for solving information security problems.
Therefore, after the information security major is well planned, the professional
courses of information security major are well set, and a research platform for the
information security major is well established, we need to cultivate the innovation
ability of information security talents. Innovation comes from practice and it’s higher
than the practice. Therefore, the innovation ability of information security talents
needs to combine with the professional knowledge of the information security discipline, and emphasis must be laid on the integration of knowledge and practice, which
requires to provide corresponding scientific research practical activities to examine
and promote the students’ innovation ability during the process of the implementation
of the T&E of information security talents in colleges and universities. For example,
participating in national college student information technology innovation competitions, national college student entrepreneurial activities or similar science projects, or
participating in information science related research projects jointly hold by colleges
and universities, companies, research institutions, design institutes, or other organizations, can all play a positive role in enhancing the innovation ability of information
security talents in the T&E of information security talents in colleges and universities.
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2.2

Performance analysis criteria and system construction

Based on above analysis, to effectively conduct the performance analysis of the
T&E of information security talents in colleges and universities, this paper selects
professional qualities, research ability, and innovation ability as the corresponding
performance analysis criteria. Under the guidance of these criteria, the performance
analysis indicators under different criteria were selected.
Under the guidance of the professional quality cultivation criterion, the selection of
performance analysis indicators focuses on improving the basic software and hardware teaching conditions of the information security major in colleges and universities, rationally setting up courses of information security major in colleges and universities, effectively utilizing the teaching resources of information security major in
colleges and universities, enriching teaching methods of information security major in
colleges and universities, and increasing expenditure of information security major in
colleges and universities, etc., so as to improving the professional qualities of talents
majored in information security in colleges and universities.
Under the guidance of the research ability cultivation criterion, the selection of performance analysis indicators focuses on improving the basic conditions of the research platform for the information security major in colleges and universities, rationally building a team of research talents for the information security major in colleges
and universities, effectively utilizing the research results of information security major in colleges and universities, enhancing the academic communication ability of
information security major in colleges and universities, increasing the number of
published research papers and works and the number of research awards in the field of
security information, so as to improve the research ability of talents majored in information security in colleges and universities.
Under the guidance of the innovation ability cultivation criterion, the selection of
performance analysis indicators focuses on improving the basic conditions of the
innovation platform of information security major in colleges and universities, rationally planning the innovation mechanism of information security major in colleges and
universities, fully promoting the industry-university-research cooperation projects,
increasing the degree of participation in scientific practical activities of the information security major in colleges and universities, enriching the scientific innovation
achievements of the information security major in colleges and universities, so as to
improve the innovation ability of talents majored in information security in colleges
and universities.
As a result, the performance analysis system for the T&E of information security
major in colleges and universities is shown in Fig 1.
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Fig. 1. Performance analysis system for the T&E of information security major in colleges and
universities

3

Grey Clustering Model for the Performance Analysis of the
T&E of Information Security Talents in Colleges and
Universities

3.1

Grey category classification of performance analysis

To effectively identify the effects of the T&E of information security talents in colleges and universities and better support its performance analysis, the categories of
the performance analysis need to be classified. The classification granularity of the
performance analysis of the T&E of information security talents in colleges and universities should be rational. Too large performance analysis granularity will lead to
too many hierarchies in the performance analysis, especially when there are performance analysis indicators with fuzzy information, the processing ability of fuzzy
information will be reduced, resulting in that the performance analysis indicators with
fuzzy information could not be identified effectively; in extreme cases, each performance analysis indicator corresponds to a performance analysis category. Too small
performance analysis granularity will lead to too few hierarchies in the performance
analysis, resulting in that the performance analysis indicators could not be identified
effectively, in extreme cases, all performance analysis indicators correspond only to
one performance analysis category.
For this reason, based on above analysis, this paper divides the categories of the
performance analysis of the T&E of information security talents in colleges and universities into five hierarchies, namely poor (Gral), average (Gral2), good (Gral3),
better (Gra4), excellent (Gra5). Since the grey system theory is applied to analyze it,
the performance analysis categories are called the grey categories in this paper. Assuming that the value of the performance analysis indicator of the T&E of information
security talents in colleges and universities is M, then for the i-th performance analysis indicator, its corresponding j-th grey category model can be expressed as:
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Voj  voj (a), voj (b) 



,1  i  M ,1  j  5
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j
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Vi  vi (a), vi (b) 

(1)

j
j
Where, Vo represents the value interval of the j-th grey category; vo (a) is the maxj
imum threshold corresponding to this category; vo (b) is the minimum threshold corj
responding to this category; Vi represents the value interval of the j-th grey category
j
corresponding to the i-th performance analysis indicator; vi (a) is the maximum value
j
corresponding to this indicator; and vi (b) is the minimum value corresponding to this
indicator.

3.2

Fuzzy information transformation of performance analysis

In order to have a unified performance analysis measurement standard for the T&E
of information security talents among different colleges and universities, it’s necessary to transform the fuzzy information so that it has a unified analysis model with the
accurate value information. From the above-mentioned performance analysis system
for the T&E of information security talents in colleges and universities, it can be seen
that the magnitude of the fuzzy information can be expressed in two forms: the fuzzy
interval form, and the fuzzy membership form.
If the performance analysis indicator of the T&E of information security talents in
colleges and universities is shown in the form of fuzzy interval, that is
Vi j  vij (a), vij (b)  vij (a)  vij (b)
,
; then, when the indicator is a benefit-based performance analysis indicator, the transformed standardized value is:
 j 
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When it is a cost-based performance analysis indicator, the transformed standardized value is:
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If the performance analysis indicator of the T&E of information security talents in
colleges and universities is shown in the form of fuzzy membership, that is
Vi j   Vi j ( x)
; then, when it is a benefit-based performance analysis indicator, the
transformed standardized value is:





j

V i  Vi j   Vi j ( x) 

(4)

When it is a cost-based performance analysis indicator, the transformed standardized value is:
j

V i  1  Vi j  1   Vi j ( x) 

(5)

In particular, the accurate value of the performance analysis indicator of the T&E
of information security talents in colleges and universities is a special form of fuzzy
j
j
V j  vij (a), vij (b) 
interval values, that is, when vi (a)  vi (b) , i
becomes a point
value information, so the above formulas (2) and (3) are converted to:
j

Vi 

Vi j  min Vi j
1 i  M

maxVi j  min Vi j

1 i  M

j

Vi 

maxVi j  Vi j

1 i  M

maxVi j  min Vi j

1 i  M

3.3

(6)

1 i  M

(7)

1 i  M

Construction of grey clustering model of performance analysis

According to the gray clustering analysis method [25, 26], the whitening weight
function is adopted to construct the grey clustering model for the performance analysis of the T&E of information security talents in colleges and universities. Based on
above-proposed grey categories of the T&E of information security talents in colleges
and universities, its whitening weight functions can be established in three forms.
The gray category Gral is the first form, as shown in Fig 2.
f i Graj  x 

f jGra1  x 

1

0

vo1 (a ) vo1 (b) vo2 (a )

x

Fig. 2. Whitening weight function of gray category Gral
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The corresponding mathematical model is expressed as:

0

 v1 (b)-x
Gra1
fi  x  =  1 o
1
 vo (b)  vo (a)
1


x  0, vo1 (b) 
x  vo1 (a), vo1 (b) 

(8)

x  0, vo1 (a) 

The gray categories Gra2, Gra3 and Gra4 are the second form, as shown in Fig 3.

f i Graj  x 

Gra4
f jGra2  x  f jGra3  x  f j  x 

1

0

vo2 (a )

vo3 (a) vo3 (b)
2
o

4
o

v (b) v (a)

vo4 (b)

x

Fig. 3. Whitening weight functions of gray categories Gra2, Gra3and Gra4

The corresponding mathematical model is expressed as:

 2*  x - vo2 (a)
 2
2
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2
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 3
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The gray category Gra5 is the third form, as shown in Fig 4.

f i Graj  x 
1

0

vo4 (a) vo5 (a) vo5 (b)

x

Fig. 4. Whitening weight function of gray category Gra5

The corresponding mathematical model is expressed as:
0

 x - vo5 (a)
Gra5
fi  x  =  5
5
 vo (b) - vo (a)
1


3.4

x  0, vo5 (a)
x  vo5 (a),vo5 (b)

(12)

x  vo5 (b),1

Performance analysis model and algorithm implementation

Assuming that after standardization, the obtained value of the i-th performance
analysis indicator of the performance analysis object of the T&E of information secu

rity talents in colleges and universities is V i , then based on the above-mentioned
whitening weight function, it can be obtained that its whitening weight coefficient
f Graj  x 
with respect to the j-th grey category is i
; if the weight of the i-th performance analysis indicator is wi, the gray clustering fitness of the object of the performance analysis of the T&E of information security talents in colleges and universities
with respect to all performance analysis indicators and the i-th gray category is expressed as:
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 Graj    wi  fi Graj  x  
M

(13)

i 1

In particular, if the performance analysis indicators have the same weight, the averaging weight process could be adopted, and the above formula could be transformed
to:
 1

 fi Graj  x  

i 1  M
M

 Graj   

(14)

According to the principles of performance analysis of the T&E of information security talents in colleges and universities, if the following formula could be satisfied:

    Grak  max  Graj  ,1  k  N
1 j  N

(15)

Then, it means that this object of the performance analysis of the T&E of information security talents in colleges and universities belongs to the k-th grey category.
Therefore, according to the above discussion, it can be seen that the implementation process of the performance analysis of the T&E of information security talents in
colleges and universities is shown as Fig 5.

Fig. 5. Flowchart for the performance analysis system of the T&E of information security
talents in colleges and universities
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4

Case Analysis

In order to better illustrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the performance
analysis model for the T&E of information security talents in colleges and universities
established in this paper, the following paragraphs take the evaluation of the T&E of
information security talents in a certain college as the example, based on expert opinions and field investigations, the value intervals of the five grey categories of the
performance analysis of the T&E of information security talents in the college respec-

 
 ,

 
 
 , 
 , 
tively are:
V  Gra4    0.75, 0.95
V  Gra5    0.85,1.0
, and
.
Combining questionnaire survey and data statistics, the original data of the performance analysis objects was obtained, the types of the performance analysis indicators
were subject to the fuzzy information transformation, and the values of the performance analysis were obtained as shown in Table 1.
V Gra1  0, 0.65

V Gra2  0.55, 0.75

V Gra3  0.65, 0.85

Table 1. Values of the performance analysis of the T&E of information security talents
Criterion layer

Cultivation of
professional
quality

Indicator layer
Basic teaching conditions
Professionalism of domain knowledge

Transformed
value
0.85
0.925

Extreme
value
0-100
0-100

Number of excellent courses

7

0.70

 10

Conformability of teaching

90-95

0.925

0-100

Number of education reform projects
Construction of key laboratories
Number of scientific research projects
Cultivation of Number of published papers
research ability Reserve of senior talents
Number of scientific research awards
International academic exchanges
Cultivation of
innovation
ability

Original
value
80-90
90-95

Industry-University-Research Integration
Research achievement conversion rate
Number of scientific activity awards
Participation rate of scientific activities
Construction of scientific innovation platform

4

0.667

6

75-85

0.80

0-100

15

0.75

216

1.000

 20
 200

80-90

0.85

0-100

6

0.60

26

0.867

 10
 30

70-80
0.65

0.75
0.65

0-100
0-1

4

0.80

5

0.56
65-75

0.56
0.675

0-1
0-100

According to the calculation model of the whitening weight functions of each gray
category given in the paper, the clustering coefficients between each performance
analysis indicator and different gray categories were obtained. The results are shown
in Table 2.
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Table 2. Calculation results of clustering coefficients
Performance indicators
Basic teaching conditions
Professionalism of domain knowledge
Number of excellent courses
Conformability of teaching
Number of education reform projects
Construction of key laboratories
Number of scientific research projects
Number of published papers
Reserve of senior talents
Number of scientific research awards
International academic exchanges
Industry-University-Research Integration
Research achievement conversion rate
Number of scientific activity awards
Participation rate of scientific activities
Construction of scientific innovation platform

Gra1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.500
0
0
0
0
0.900
0

Gra2
0
0
0.500
0
0.830
0
0
0
0
0.500
0
0
1.000
0
0.100
0.750

Gra3
0
0
0.500
0
0.170
0.500
1.000
0
0
0
0
1.000
0
0.500
0
0.250

Gra4
1.000
0.25
0
0.25
0
0.500
0
0
1.000
0
0.830
0
0
0.500
0
0

Gra5
0
0.75
0
0.75
0
0
0
1.000
0
0
0.170
0
0
0
0
0

Above data was subject to the averaging weight process, and the obtained clustering fitness degree of the performance analysis object and the different grey categories
respectively were 0.088, 0.230, 0.245, 0.271, and 0.167. According to the principles
of performance analysis, the gray category of the performance analysis object was
Gra4 . From the calculation results, it can be seen that the clustering fitness degrees
of the performance analysis object with respect to different grey categories were quite
distinct, indicating good distinguishability.

5

Conclusion

The performance analysis of the T&E of the information security talents in colleges and universities is a complex systematic decision-making analysis project, which
needs to process the performance information with multiple hierarchies, factors,
types, and uncertain characteristics. By constructing a performance analysis system,
classifying grey categories, establishing performance analysis grey clustering model
and giving key content such as algorithm implementation processes, the model proposed in this paper had effectively dealt with problems in the process of performance
analysis of the T&E of information security talents in colleges and universities, and
the application results had shown that the model proposed in the paper had good
adaptability. At the same time, the performance analysis model of the T&E of information security talents in colleges and universities proposed in this paper is also of
important reference significance for other engineering decision analysis with similar
characteristics, and it can provide support for complex systematic decision-making
problems.
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